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ELITS  POLICY  MANUAL  FOR  SCHOOL  LIBRARIES  (Abridged) 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

OBE has created opportunities through the critical and developmental outcomes for learners to acquire 

information skills. It encourages a learner-centred and activity- based approach to education. The following 

critical outcomes and developmental outcomes are particularly relevant in this regard: 

 

 Identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and creative thinking. 

 Collect, analyse, organize and evaluate information. 

 Communicate effectively using visual, symbolic and/or language skills in different modes. 

 Reflect on and explore a variety of strategies to learn more effectively. 

 

For OBE to be successful, learners need to be exposed to a variety of resources. The place where resources 

should be stored and managed is the School Media Centre. This training manual is intended to provide role 

players with the skills to establish, administer, manage and maintain functioning school media centres. 

 

The terms school media centre/ media centre/ multi-media centre/ resource centre are used 

interchangeably throughout the ELITS policy to mean a place which provides learners with a wide 

collection of information resources (both printed and electronic). It supports resource-based and active 

learning approaches to education. For the purposes of this training manual we will use the term school 

media centre when referring to the above. 
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MODULE ONE    GETTING STARTED 

 

 

OUTCOMES: 

By the end of this module you will be able to: 

 

 Analyze the situation of your school media centre 

 Elect a committee, including all stakeholders 

 Identify role players and explain their duties 

 Choose a suitable school media centre model 

 

The school media centre has traditionally been seen as a place where books and other educational materials 

are kept. In normal classroom practice learners are expected to use the school media centre for their daily 

classroom activities. This allows for a new approach in which the school media centre is seen as an active 

part of the teaching and learning process. 

 

Educators and learners need information skills (the ability to collect, analyze, organize, and critically 

evaluate information) to benefit from the Outcomes Based Education approach to teaching and learning. 

 

Information cannot solely be obtained from print media, e.g. books, but also from visual media like posters 

and  audio-visual media like video tapes. Media centres, more especially school media centres, play an 

important role in the development of the information skills of learners. This process will then develop 

learners to become life- long learners and to use different information sources effectively. 

 

Situational Analysis 

 

According to ELITS policy (LTA 22/2002), each school should have a form of a school media centre. The 

policy offers examples of different models such as a centralized school media centre, a classroom collection, 

a cluster and / or community media centre. ELITS recommends that either the centralized school media 

centre model or the classroom collection model be applied in schools.  

 

To decide which of these two models to apply in your school, take the following factors into consideration: 

 

Facilities: This involves the storage space (existing school media centre, spare classroom, space in 

classrooms) necessary for housing the current stock, as well as for expansion. 

 

Finances: This includes the budget from the Department of Education for the specific purchasing of media 

centre stock (see LTA 38/2003). The SGB is also responsible for fund-raising, and part of the money raised 

should be used for media centre purposes. 

 

Current stock: Considering the diversity of media available, schools often have more stock than they 

realize. Posters and audio-visual material should also be considered as well as teachers’ resources. 

 

Personnel: Schools lack full-time school media centre personnel. This means that someone should be 

willing to take charge of the school media centre model chosen by the school. 

 

Attitude: If the attitude of the school management team, governing body, teachers or learners is negative, a 

school media centre cannot function at a school. Ideally, all stakeholders should maintain a positive attitude 

to what is, after all, an integral part of teaching and learning. 
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THE COMPOSITION OF THE SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRE COMMITTEE 

 

The committee should consist of the following: 

 Principal or deputy principal, because they are responsible for the stock in the school. 

 Representatives of the SGB, as they are ultimately responsible for fund-raising. 

 The teacher(s) who will be responsible for the school media centre 

 One or two interested teachers from different learning areas. 

 Responsible learners/ parents. 

 Any other community member(s) interested. 

 

Duties of the school media centre committee  

 

 Developing the school media centre policy 

 Deciding on staffing 

 Planning the school media centre accommodation 

 Acquiring school media centre equipment 

 Acquiring school media centre learning resources 

 Planning the budget 

 Fund-raising 

 Negotiating the school media centre schedule, e.g. time of use 

 Ensuring the organization and management of school media centre resources 

 Monitoring the care and use of the resources 

 Reporting the success, activities and needs of the school media centre to the school community. 

 Continuously evaluating and developing the use of school media centre learning resources. 

NB: The committee should meet at least once a term to plan, to solve problems and to evaluate the entire 

media centre program. Minutes of these meetings should be kept. 

 

 

A very important function of the school media centre committee is to draw up the school media centre 

policy. 

 

 DRAWING UP A SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRE POLICY. 

 

The school media centre policy is a document governing how the school media centre is organized and 

managed. It includes important values and principles that will determine how the school media centre 

functions within the whole school community. 

 

The school media centre policy should be written against the background of the school development plan 

and policy development. When drawing up the school media centre policy, the following points should be 

considered: 

 The vision and mission statement of the school or institution 

 The purpose of the school media centre 

 The users or patrons of the school media centre  

 The role and the responsibilities of those concerned, e.g. the media teacher 

 The goals or desired outcomes of the school media centre 

 Criteria for monitoring the performance of the school media centre, i.e. reviewing the collection and 

its usage 

 Priorities for the current year 

 Funding  

 Accessibility, e.g. school media centre hours. 

 

(Vision is a broad, big picture of what you want 
to achieve in the long-term future and mission 
is a broad statement of the overall purpose of 
your school media centre to achieve its vision. 
It highlights what is different about your school 
media centre as well as identifying the 
services offered and who uses them.) 
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Media teachers and Media monitors 

 

The Media Teacher 

It is acknowledged that school media centres are frequently managed by non-teaching staff such as clerks 

and volunteers. For the purpose of this manual, however, the term “media teacher” is used for the person(s) 

in charge of the school media centre. 

 

The media teacher’s duties include: 

 Managing and administering the school media centre 

 Acquiring, accessioning, classifying, cataloguing and processing resources 

 Maintaining the school media centre and equipment 

 Marketing the school media centre 

 Training users in information skills 

 Assisting teachers and learners to find information to support implementation of the curriculum. 

 

The Media Monitors 

 

In all types of schools, media centre work produces valuable opportunities for training learners in 

leadership, responsibilities and accuracy. The learners involved will broaden their general knowledge, know 

and appreciate good books and learn how to use media profitably. 

 

The media teacher is free to select as many learners as can be usefully utilized. It is suggested that the 

number of learners should be consistent with the model of the media centre chosen by the school. The duties 

given should also be consistent with the age of the learners. These learners should possess leadership 

qualities, be creative and enjoy working with books and audio-visual material and be honest and reliable. 

 

The media monitors’ duties may include: 

 Keeping the school media centre clean and tidy 

 Assisting with circulation 

 Filing / shelving resources 

 Assisting with the processing of resources 

 Assisting with displays 

 Assisting with administrative duties 
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MODULE TWO    ORGANIZATION AND LAYOUT OF MEDIA CENTRE. 

 

 

OUTCOMES: 

By the end of this module you will be able to: 

 Identify different categories of school media centre resources 

 Arrange your stock according to the model chosen 

 

 

DIFFERENT RESOURCES FOUND IN THE SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRE 

 

The first distinction can be made between printed and non-printed media. Printed media can be divided into 

book and non-book resources. Non-printed media includes audio-visual and electronic media. Refer to the 

diagram below. 

 

SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRE 
 

 
                                                               MEDIA TYPES 

 
 
 
 
INFORMATION SOURCES/SOFTWARE                                          HARDWARE 
  
 

         PRESENTATION     PRODUCTION 
     

  
PRINT MEDIA                                                       AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA 
 
books 
periodicals/magazines 
newspapers VISUAL  AUDITORY REALIA 
pamphlets transparencies  sound recordings  3 D 
 slides cassettes models 
 CDs 

 
 pictures  

 photographs                    AUDIOVISUAL 
 films 
                                                                      videos 
                                                                      DVDs 

ELECTRONIC 
                                                                     CDROMs 
                                                                      Internet 
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ARRANGING RESOURCES IN A SCHOOL MEDIA CENTRE 

 

All school media centres, irrespective of their size, should have the following three major sections: fiction, 

non-fiction and reference.  

 

Fiction – all story materials 

Non-fiction – subject content materials 

Reference – separate collection of material used for supplying specific factual information that is usually not 

allowed out of the school media centre. 

 

Other sections may include: audio-visual, pamphlets, magazines/newspapers, etc.  In a classroom collection 

the aforementioned sections can be adapted to suit the space available (e.g. one shelf per section). 

 

Arrange resources on the school media centre shelves from left to right, either numerically for non-fiction 

and reference works, or alphabetically for fiction.  
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your clothes 

 

 

 

JANE MILLS 
 

 
PERSONAL 
GROOMING 
 
 
  MPHO 
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plot 
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The sequence runs from the top to the bottom of a particular section of shelves and then continues at the top 

of the next shelf section, in a zig-zag fashion. Space should be allowed for future additions. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Zig-zag sequencing of books on shelves 
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MODULE THREE:  RESOURCING THE MEDIA CENTRE 

 

OUTCOMES: 

By the end of this module you will be able to: 

 Draw up and interpret a needs analysis survey sheet 

 Apply selection principles 

 Obtain sponsorship/donations 

 Acquire different resources from various sources 

 Order resources 

 Follow receiving procedures 

 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

The aim of this section is to assist you in the assessment of the needs of your school media centre so that the 

collection can be expanded effectively. 

 

Collection refers to all the information sources (media) in the media centre. A collection, therefore, consists 

of books (fiction, non-fiction, and reference), newspapers, posters, videocassette, CDs, models, etc. 

 

Before a successful needs analysis can be conducted, you first need to establish the status of the school 

media centre’s existing collection. This will involve taking stock of all the resources already contained in 

the media centre’s collection. 

 

The information gained from determining the status of the existing collection is one way of assessing what 

the future needs of the school media centre will be. When acquiring resources for the school media centre, 

remember that these resources must fulfil the information needs (present and future) of all users and must be 

at a level appropriate to these users. 

 

When determining the needs of school media centre users consider the following: 

 

1) Users’ general interests 

2) Users’ language level as well as their language preferences 

3) The types of stories users enjoy 

4) The learning areas/subjects offered by your school 

5) The information needs of teachers to support their teaching 

6) Recreational needs (of all users) 

7) Extra –mural activities offered by the school 

8) Research needs 

9) Potential demand for information (if an entire grade is required to do a project on the same topic 

every year then many information sources are required) 

10) The different sources of information (e.g. books, videos, magazines) 

 

Create a survey sheet for users (or potential users) to complete to establish their needs and preferences. 

Questions to be included as a survey sheet should be, for example, 

 Grade (to determine age and level of development) 

 Questions about recreational activities 

 Home language (and other languages read and understood) 

 Academic interests 

 Information needs 

 

 

The analysis of these survey sheets will guide you in the acquisition of resources for the school media centre 

and will assist you in spending the school media centre’s budget wisely. Another way of determining users’ 

needs is to keep a suggestions book or box so that users can request the resources (media) they would like to 

use in the media centre. 
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3.2 Selection Principles 

The aim of this section is to assist you with the selection and evaluation of school media centre resources. 

Two main principles governing the selection of resources are the type of information and the ability of the 

user. For example, it is better to read a story book in print form than to read an e-book on a computer and a 

map showing the different provinces of South Africa is better than a written description of them. The level 

of development of users should be the primary consideration when choosing resources. The information 

content should promote the emotional and intellectual development of users. More specifically, the 

following guidelines can be used to assist you in the selection of resources for the school media centre: 

 

Content 

The content should suit the level of development of users. The information must be accurate, up-to-date, 

balanced and unbiased. 

Layout 

Non-fiction books should have a content page and an index. The typeface should be clear, especially the 

labelling on posters. Illustrations should reinforce the text and should be in balance with it. 

Technical aspects 

Check the quality of all resources. For example it would be advisable to purchase hardcover copies of 

frequently used resources such as dictionaries and encyclopaedias 

 

3.3 Collection development 

The topics discussed previously all bear reference to the school media centre’s collection. A collection 

development policy determines what resources are to be included in the collection, responds to the 

information needs of users and directs how the funds available for purchasing resources are going to be 

spent. 

 

Successful collection development policy will ensure that your school media centre’s collection is balanced 

(a variety of resources at different level of interest), inclusive (resources cater for all users at different levels 

of development) and comprehensive (the size of the collection is determined by the model chosen,e.g. 

centralized media centre or classroom collection and funds available for acquisition of resources.) 

 

3.4 Selection Opportunities 

 

Not all resources need to be bought or donated. Some are available free of charge, for example: 

 Posters 

 Brochures from government departments 

 Pamphlets from organizations 

 Newspaper cuttings on current affairs 

 Supplements in newspapers on events and organisations 

 

After a needs analysis has been conducted and the media teacher is sure what resources are required, he/she 

must set out to acquire the different resources as quickly as possible and at reasonable costs. This can be 

done by: 

 Buying the resources 

 Obtaining sponsors 

 Obtaining donors 

 Collecting free material 

 

 

Sources for buying material are: 

 Catalogues or book lists from publishers/book shops 

 Advertisements and reviews in newspapers and magazines 

 Visiting bookshops 
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The media teacher, together with the school media centre committee must place the orders with reliable 

firms. It is good to support local firms but first make sure that their prices are comparable to other 

suppliers. 

 

When deciding on which suppliers to use, consider the following: 

 Value for money 

 Speed of delivery 

 Reliability  

 Feedback from suppliers on the status of orders  

 Customer service 

 

The school media centre can also subscribe to periodicals (newspapers and magazines). There are different 

service providers who handle subscriptions to periodicals on behalf of libraries. 

 

3.5 Obtaining sponsors and donors 

Requesting sponsorship is also a means of obtaining material for the school media centre. It is best to get the 

help of the school media centre committee in drawing up a letter to ask for sponsorships.The letter should be 

written on the school’s letterhead and the areas to be covered are: 

 The school’s background and community 

 The school’s statistics (number of learners in the school, pass rate and academic achievement) 

 Grades in the school 

 Media centre situation, for example, use of the centre and number of items 

 Types of resources in relation to the needs of the learners 

 Objectives and goals for the media centre 

 Be specific i.e. quantify your request 

 Time frames are important 

 State the benefits for the sponsor, like investments in education 

 

Another way of increasing the school media centre’s collection is to request free material by writing letters 

to donors or by inviting them to visit your school, so that you can explain the school’s plan for the school 

media centre. Other users, sometimes in other countries, may have used donated resources already but this is 

not a problem provided that they are in good condition. After identifying what types of resources your 

school media centre needs, write a letter on your school’s letterhead explaining to the potential donor 

exactly what you require. Details that should be included are: 

 Number of learners in the school 

 Grades in the school 

 Reading abilities of the learners 

 If multiple copies are needed 

 Any specific titles you need 

 

The letter should be signed by the l media teacher and the principal. It is important to keep a copy for your 

records. 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Ordering of school media centre material 

Once resources have been evaluated and selected for the school media centre, they must be obtained from a 

supplier. The process of ordering must be carefully organized so that it works properly and prevents careless 

or needless mistakes. The stages of ordering are: 

 Recording of details to be ordered 

 Placing the order with the supplier 

 Checking the resources when they are received in the school media centre 

 Processing the resources so that they are ready for use. 
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Recording the order 

When you have selected resources for purchase, make a record on an order slip of ordered material. The 

record will consist of: 

 The author (surname first) 

 The title (and, if it is not the first edition, then the edition of the work required e.g. 2
nd

 ed.) 

 The place of publication and the name of the publisher 

 The price 

 The ISBN 

If the selection is made on the basis of examination of a copy of the actual resource, or from a publisher’s 

catalogue or list, most of the information listed above will be immediately available. 

 

Placing the order 

The method of ordering will depend on local arrangements. Many school media centres place their orders 

with the education authority, or with a centralized school media centre services.  

 

Ordering from a book seller 

 Sort your order slips to bring together all resources issued by any one publisher. 

 Type, or write very clearly, the items you wish to order, starting each item on a separate line 

 Supply the following for each item: 

1. Publisher 

2. Title 

3.  Price 

4. International standard book number (ISBN) 

 Keep records of orders placed in a file 

 

 

Receiving procedure 

 As items are received, remove the order slips from the file.  

 Check the item received against the invoice and the item itself 

 Sign the invoice certifying that it is correct. 

 The amount reflected on the invoice would be debited against the budget in the financial balance. 

 The item is now ready for processing 

 

At the end of each quarter follow up on the items not yet received.  
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MODULE THREE:    PROMOTING THE MEDIA CENTRE 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By the end of this module you will be able to: 

 Promote the school media centre effectively 

 

Activities that encourage users to use the school media centre effectively serve to promote or market the 

school media centre. In this section promotion of the school media centre will be discussed under the 

following headings: 

 Orientation 

 User guidance 

 And other promotional activities 

 

Orientation 

All users should be oriented so that they can use the school media centre effectively. This means that the 

following should be explained to users: 

 The layout of the school media centre and the function of each section (for example, the fiction, non-

fiction and reference sections, the issue desk, newspaper stand, display area, informal reading area 

and study area) 

 The lending procedure - for example that all items must be issued at the issue desk, how many items 

may be taken out and for how long (refer to module 6) 

 General school media centre rules (e.g. hours, rules governing behaviour, caring for resources) 

 

School media centre orientation should be conducted with classes of learners and individually with 

newcomers. All users (learners, teachers, community members) should receive orientation. 

 

User guidance 

User guidance entails explaining to all users how to use the school media centre collection effectively. You 

can achieve this by: 

 Knowing all the resources in the collection 

 Creating a pleasant environment so that users feel free to ask for assistance 

 Guiding users so that they find and use information independently for recreational, information, 

study and general interest purposes. 

 

In practical terms this means explaining the following: 

 The difference between fiction and non-fiction 

 The different parts of books as well as the use and purpose of these parts. 

 The use of the Dewey Decimal Classification system or an alternative classification system. 

 The purpose of the catalogue and how to use the catalogue to find a resource on a particular topic, by 

a particular author or by its title 

 How to use the reference section to find quick answers (e.g. index volumes of a sets of 

encyclopaedias, dictionaries, atlases) 

 That there are other resources in the school media centre besides books such as magazines, audio-

visual media and equipment, vertical files, pamphlets and posters and show users where to find these 

resources and how to use them. 

 

Effective school media centre use is expedited by clear, visible signs. Signs should be brief, neat and easy to 

read. Signs can be used to indicate the different sections of the school media centre and explain procedures 

and rules. Information shelf guides are signs, which tell users which resources, are to be found on each 

shelf. 
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Displays 

 

   Displays can be used to attract users to the school media centre and, therefore, market its services. Whenever, new 

stock is received by the school media centre, it should be displayed so as to encourage its use. The can also be used to 

make users aware of what the school media centre has. Displays can help improve the knowledge of users as they bring 

together a variety of information resources on a particular topic. This, in turn, will create awareness among users of 

how the school media centre can be integrated into classroom practice. 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing displays can be used to show users the latest multi-media resources that are received by a school media 

centre. They can be changed and brought up to date on an ongoing basis. For example, new books and newspaper 

cuttings fall into this category. These displays can also be used for current awareness service.  

 

Thematic displays are used on a specific theme. For example, themes on national celebrations, public holidays and 

other issues of local, national and international interest can be used. A variety of multi-media resources can be put on 

display for this purpose. 

 

 

 

Displays must always be planned for a certain purpose. A good display will depict a particular theme. It must be 

simple for users to understand. Themes to be displayed can be organised in conjunction with school media centre  

users. There must be sufficient resources to use in the display. 

 

The location of the display is very important. It must be placed in an area where it can be seen by many people.  

The duration for which a display is put up for users must be kept in mind when planning.  

 

Putting up the display. 

 

A display should be neat, simple and impressive. Tables, notice boards, cloths, flowers and plants can be used if  

it is possible. Learners and teachers, especially those with artistic abilities must be asked to help put up the display.  

It must be put in a well-lit area. A bibliography of resources on display could also be included as part of the display. 

 

 

Evaluation. 

 

There should be an opportunity provided for the evaluation by users who visit the display. A suggestion box and/ or 

book put near the display could help the teacher-librarian make improvements wherever is necessary for future 

displays.  

 

Displays are essential to a functioning school media centre to generate interest in the media centre, advertise 

stock and encourage its use, bring together many different items on a subject, improve knowledge of users 

in various fields and to promote national and international events. 

 

The are two main types of displays: 

 Ongoing displays which can be changed easily and brought up to date, e.g., latest acquisitions. 

 Displays on a specific topic or theme, eg national celebrations, bringing together a variety of 

material. 

 

Different types of resources can be used in putting up a display. 

 

Displays must be carefully planned so that they serve their desired purpose effectively. 
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Exhibitions of learners’ work should be displayed regularly in the school media centre as they attract 

attention and generate interest. Exhibitions should be changed regularly so that as many classes or interest 

groups as possible may have a turn to exhibit their work. 

 

Fundraising activities 

Arrange fundraising events such as Readathon that will also stimulate reading interest. Readathon is 

celebrated every year. Very often this event is used to raise funds for the school media centre, because 

learners are sponsored for every page they read. This fundraising activity also promotes the importance of 

reading and creates an awareness of the value of school media centre. 

 

Celebration of events 

Make users aware of events and celebrate these days with special programmes. 

 

These days are: 

 National Library Week (March)  

 World Day of the Book (23 April), 

 Readathon week (first full week of September) 

 School Media Centre Day (4
th

 week of October) and. 

 

Competitions 

Organise competitions that will promote reading and/or the information skills. 

 

Reading clubs 

Start reading clubs. Use these clubs to discuss books users have read. Invite speakers to address them. 

 

Suggestion box 

Keep a suggestion book or box so that users can contribute ideas of what they would like to read and do in 

the school media centre. 

 

Other 

The use of bulletin boards (e.g. current and local events) and the production of brochures and pamphlets on 

the school media centre can also promote and market it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


